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And the result is that 
we’ve raised some of 
the best plants in the 
world. All standard 
and all aimed at the 
goal of helping you 
raise healthy, prolific, 
spectacular gardens.  
Pleasant View 
Gardens is also 
one of the founding 
partners of Proven 
Winners®, one of the 
most successful plant 
brands in the industry. 
Proven Winners® 
are carefully chosen 
through a rigorous 2 
to 3-year selection 
process at facilities 
in the U.S. and 
Canada, plus trial 
stations in Europe, 
South America, 
and Japan. Perhaps 
that ’s what makes 
them the most colorful, 
most recognized, and 
most versatile plants in 
the world. Of course, 
the strongest retail 
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Pleasant View Gardens, Inc. 
7316 Pleasant Street 
Loudon, NH 03307

p:  603-435-8361 
f:  603-435-6849
w:  pwpvg.com

Spring 2023

Dear Valued Partner,

We appreciate your business and value your input, that is why we are providing you with samples of our 2024 Proven 
Winners® introductions. These cutting edge varieties have undergone extensive trialing to ensure that these plants will 
be successful for you and your customers.

Should you have any cultural questions, please don’t hesitate to contact our Production R&D Manager, Jessica Tatro, at 
603-435–1770 or JessicaT@pwpvg.com.

Your feedback on these samples is important to us and is imperative to our sample program. We encourage you to grow 
them out in gardens or containers and let us know how well they perform. You will also receive surveys to capture your 
thoughts. By completing the surveys, you will help keep your spot in future sample programs.

Best wishes for a wonderful growing season.

Andy Huntington 
Co-General Manager



• 

2024 NATIONAL PLANTS OF THE YEAR

2024 NATIONAL RECIPES OF THE YEAR

PROVEN WINNERS®

SUPERTUNIA VISTA® JAZZBERRY® 
Petunia

HEART TO HEART® Lemon Blush 
Caladium

PROVEN WINNERS®

Polar Peach NEW

Sunshine State

SUPERBELLS® Double Amber Calibrachoa
SUPERTUNIA MINI VISTA® Indigo Petunia
SUPERBENA SPARKLING® Amethyst Verbena

SUPERBELLS® Coral Sun Calibrachoa
LUSCIOUS® GOLDENGATE™ Lantana
WHIRLWIND® Blue Scaevola

This is a preview only. Variety list subject to change. 1
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SOLENIA® Apricot  
Begonia
HT: 8-12”  •  SP: 8-12”  •  Part Sun to Sun

Prolific, vibrant blossoms are produced on well-branched, mildew resistant plants all 
season due to daylength neutrality. As their consistently superior performance has been 
well-documented, SOLENIA® is being elevated to the Proven Winners® brand. 

• Double flowers with attractive ruffling

• Deadheading not required for continuous bloom

• Sun tolerant

SOLENIA® Scarlet  
Begonia 
HT: 8-12”  •  SP: 8-12”  •  Part Sun to Sun

Prolific, vibrant blossoms are produced on well-branched, mildew resistant plants all 
season due to daylength neutrality. As their consistently superior performance has been 
well-documented, SOLENIA® is being elevated to the Proven Winners® brand. 

• Double flowers with attractive ruffling

• Deadheading not required for continuous bloom

• Sun tolerant

SOLENIA® Chocolate Orange  
Begonia
HT: 8-12”  •  SP: 8-12”  •  Part Sun to Sun

Prolific, vibrant blossoms are produced on well-branched, mildew resistant plants all 
season due to daylength neutrality. As their consistently superior performance has been 
well-documented, SOLENIA® is being elevated to the Proven Winners® brand. 

• Double flowers with attractive ruffling

• Deadheading not required for continuous bloom

• Sun tolerant

PROVEN WINNERS® Annuals

SOLENIA® Yellow  
Begonia 
HT: 8-12”  •  SP: 8-12”  •  Part Sun to Sun

Prolific, vibrant blossoms are produced on well-branched, mildew resistant plants all 
season due to daylength neutrality. As their consistently superior performance has been 
well-documented, SOLENIA® is being elevated to the Proven Winners® brand. 

• Double flowers with attractive ruffling

• Deadheading not required for continuous bloom

• Sun tolerant
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PROVEN WINNERS® Annuals

DOUBLE DELIGHT® Appleblossom  
Begonia
HT: 8-14”  •  SP: 12-24”  •  Part Sun to Sun (Full Sun in the North)

Building on this popular series comes a new bicolor white and soft pink selection 
with an abundance of pleasantly fragrant double blossoms on cascading stems. Good 
vigor, branching, flower count, and sun tolerance make this an outstanding Begonia.

• Another beautiful new solution for shade

• Exudes a sweet citrus-like fragrance 

• Expect DOUBLE DELIGHT® Appleblossom to mature at a 20-30% larger size than 
others in this series

CAMPFIRE® MARSHMALLOW™  
Bidens
HT: 8-14”  •  SP: 16-20”  •  Full Sun

Strong heat tolerance and pure white, self-cleaning flowers that set little seed are the 
highlights of this all-season bloomer. Large blossoms on densely mounded plants are 
highly attractive to pollinators.

• Larger habit than CAMPFIRE® Flame; flower size like GOLDILOCKS ROCKS®

• Low seed set means greater flower power and less persistence in garden

• Use it in similar applications as DIAMOND SNOW® or DIAMOND FROST® Euphorbia

SUPERBELLS® Blue Improved  
Calibrachoa
HT: 6-12”  •  SP: 12-24”  •  Part Sun to Sun

A top pick from our trials, this improved selection boasts an earlier bloom time due to 
it being daylength neutral; a naturally denser habit with shorter internodes and greater 
heat tolerance. Vibrant blue flowers retain their saturated color as they age.

• Essential component for container recipes

• Much improved habit in a Grande™ without heavy PGRs

• Screened for Thielaviopsis resistance

• No need for deadheading

SUPERBELLS® Pink Improved  
Calibrachoa
HT: 6-12”  •  SP: 12-24”  •  Part Sun to Sun

Selected for its naturally refined habit and darker green foliage that’s covered in slightly 
larger, rich pink flowers, this improved variety is essential for container recipes. An earlier 
bloom time and greater heat tolerance sweeten the deal. 

• Well-branched habit to match other SUPERBELLS®

• Much improved habit in a Grande™ without heavy PGRs

• Screened for Thielaviopsis resistance

• No need for deadheading
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PROVEN WINNERS® Annuals

SUPERBELLS® Double REDSTONE™  
Calibrachoa 
HT: 6-12”  •  SP: 12-24”  •  Part Sun to Sun

For something truly unique, try this new fully double, vermillion and gold bicolor 
selection. The blooms appear prolifically on robust, well-branched, mounded plants from 
Spring into Fall without deadheading.

• Similar coloring as the single SUPERBELLS® CARDINAL STAR™

• Well-branched, mounded habit 

• Screened for Thielaviopsis resistance

SUPERBELLS® Double SMITTEN PINK™  
Calibrachoa
HT: 6-12”  •  SP: 12-24”  •  Part Sun to Sun

Gardeners will surely be smitten by this delightful double-flowered, light and rose pink 
two-tone Calibrachoa with charming rosebud-like blossoms. This essential color expansion 
to the SUPERBELLS® Double line is one that is sure to have excellent retail appeal.

• Robust, well-branched, mounded trailing habit

• Screened for Thielaviopsis resistance

• It blooms from Spring into Fall and requires no deadheading to keep it in color.

SUPERBELLS® Double White  
Calibrachoa
HT: 6-12”  •  SP: 12-24”  •  Part Sun to Sun

Every series needs a good white, and we’ve found it in this new bright white, fully 
double-flowered SUPERBELLS®. It blooms prolifically on robust, well-branched plants, 
adding a beautiful lacy texture to recipes from Spring into Fall without deadheading.

• An essential color expansion for the series

• Standout garden performer all season

• Screened for Thielaviopsis resistance

TOP PICK
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SUPERBELLS® Double VINTAGE CORAL™  
Calibrachoa 
HT: 6-12”  •  SP: 12-24”  •  Part Sun to Sun

Everything vintage is trending with consumers, and this antique amber-orange 
veined, fully double-flowered Calibrachoa is everything they are looking for. Received top 
marks in Florida trials for its robust habit and season long performance.

• Outdoor growing environment draws out purple tones in the flowers

• Well-branched, mounded trailing habit

• Screened for Thielaviopsis resistance

• No need for deadheading

TOUCAN® Scarlet Improved 
Canna
HT: 30-48”  •  SP: 18-24”  •  Part Sun to Sun

Truer scarlet red flowers top the lush green canopy of this vigorous, highly disease 
resistant Canna that is as easy to grow as Petunias in production. Ideal for warm climates 
where it flowers like crazy in the Summer heat.

• Mid-Sized Canna with excellent vigor

• Attracts pollinators but is deer resistant.

• Premium thriller for combinations

COLORBLAZE® Cherry Drop  
Coleus
HT: 14-18”  •  SP: 18-24”  •  Sun or Shade

Trailing Coleus are indispensable components for containers and landscapes, so we’re 
excited to add a new color option to our COLORBLAZE® Drop line. Small, intense red 
leaves with lime green edges form a dense, cascading mass.

• Mounded, then trailing habit

• Very late to never flowering

• Vigorous grower in sun and shade

TOP PICK
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PROVEN WINNERS® Annuals

SAFARI™ DUSK™  
Jamesbrittenia
HT: 6-12”  •  SP: 12-24”  •  Part Sun to Sun

A color expansion for the series, bearing glitzy purple blooms with a gold eye on mounded 
to trailing stems. A relative of Sutera that can be used in similar applications with the 
advantage of far greater heat and humidity tolerance.

• Full, healthy liners with no rooting issues

• Good resistance to powdery and downy mildew

• Blooms throughout the warm Summer months without cycling

• Forgiving to extreme weather holding onto its blooms through heavy rain and wind

SUNSATIA® Coconut Improved 
Nemesia
HT: 6-10”  •  SP: 12-16”  •  Part Sun to Sun

Amped up flower power, improved heat tolerance, and more persistent color through the 
season are the key features of this improved white flowering Nemesia. An excellent pansy 
replacement or companion for Spring and Fall sales.

• Durable Nemesia that tolerates adverse growing conditions

• Excellent heat tolerance exhibited in Florida trials; also exceptionally cold tolerant

• Makes pristine mono containers and is a star in landscapes due to its greater flower 
coverage and tidier habit

BOLDLY® White Improved  
Pelargonium
HT: 10-12”  •  SP: 12-20”  •  Part Sun to Sun

This essential white Geranium is getting an upgrade this year with new pure white, 
double blossoms that deliver a strong show of color in container recipes and Grandes.

• Interspecific hybrid of zonal and ivy Geraniums

• Exceptional heat tolerance

• Mounded trailing habit

SUPERTUNIA® BERMUDA BEACH® Improved 
Petunia
HT: 4-12”  •  SP: 18-24”  •  Part Sun to Sun

We’ve upgraded this longtime favorite in our SUPERTUNIA® line by improving its 
flower color and garden performance as well as refining our stock. This will help it move 
through the supply chain smoothly, delivering reliable and consistent liners to growers.

• Glowing coral pink flowers

• Blooms Spring to Fall with no deadheading

• This improved selection delivers a stronger garden performance than its predecessor 
and produces richer glowing coral pink flowers
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SUPERTUNIA MINI VISTA® Sweet Sangria  
Petunia
HT: 6-12”  •  SP: 18-24”  •  Part Sun to Sun

SUPERTUNIA MINI VISTA® Sangria has been replaced with this new stable cultivar which 
bears larger, brighter fuchsia pink flowers earlier in Spring. It’s a great match for this 
series which is quickly growing in popularity among growers and gardeners.

• Durable petunia that tolerates adverse growing conditions

• Covers foliage from earlier in the Spring to frost  

• It makes pristine mono containers and is a star in landscapes where it won’t sprawl 
too wide to cover pathways or take over neighboring plants

SUPERTUNIA® HOOPLA™ VIVID ORCHID™  
Petunia 
HT: 4-12”  •  SP: 18-24”  •  Part Sun to Sun

See what all the hoopla is about! This picotee patterned Petunia is the best we’ve 
trialed in years. It meets SUPERTUNIA® standards for season long performance without 
deadheading, has a well-branched habit and exhibits a consistent, bold color pattern.

• Vivid orchid purple flowers with a bright white picotee edge

• Phenomenal garden performance and excellent vigor

• This head-turning SUPERTUNIA® is destined to have awesome impulse appeal at 
retail, and growers are going to be equally impressed

SUPERTUNIA MINI VISTA® Ultramarine  
Petunia
HT: 6-12”  •  SP: 18-24”  •  Part Sun to Sun

Are you a fan of SUPERTUNIA ROYAL VELVET®? Then you’ll love this new cultivar 
which mirrors its color but in a compact SUPERTUNIA MINI VISTA® form. A useful color 
addition to the series; perfect for creating patriotic-themed, Summer recipes. 

• Durable petunia that tolerates adverse growing conditions

• Attractive, densely branched habit

• Makes creating patriotic-themed recipes easy when paired with SUPERTUNIA MINI 
VISTA® White and SUPERTUNIA MINI VISTA® Scarlet

TOP PICK
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PROVEN WINNERS® Annuals

SUPERTUNIA® SAFFRON FINCH™  
Petunia 
HT: 4-12”  •  SP: 18-24”  •  Part Sun to Sun

As yellow continues to trend with consumers, we are excited to introduce this new 
sunny yellow SUPERTUNIA® with a full, well-branched, rounded habit. It’ll work well in 
your Spring and Summer recipes and deliver a stellar garden performance.

• Bright yellow flowers; may transition to creamy yellow in southern climates

• Blooms Spring to Fall with no deadheading

• Mounded trailing habit

CATALINA® Pink Improved  
Torenia
HT: 8-12”  •  SP: 8-12”  •  Sun or Shade

We’ve improved this shade garden essential by giving it larger, uniform pink flowers, 
amping up its vigor and flower production, while improving its early season performance 
to make it easier to use in Spring recipes.

• Tolerates both sun and shade in the North and South

• Versatile in recipes and landscapes

• Self-cleaning bloom

Angel Wings  
Senecio
HT: 12-18”  •  SP: 12-16”  •  Full Sun

This head-turner makes an outstanding focal point in containers and landscapes and has 
fantastic impulse appeal at retail. Large, silky, silvery white leaves grow quickly to form a 
substantial, upright clump. 

• Heat, drought and salt tolerant; requires good drainage

• Deer and rabbit resistant

• Grown for foliage; rarely bloom

WHIRLWIND® White Improved  
Scaevola
HT: 8-14”  •  SP: 18-24”  •  Full Sun

We are continually improving our genetics to bring you the most refined plants possible. 
This improved Scaevola retains the excellent vigor of the original but has a much tidier, 
well-branched habit and awesome flower power.

• Great match for WHIRLWIND® Pink

• Better mixer in early season recipes

• Heat, humidity, and drought tolerant

TOP PICK
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SUPERBENA® Cherryburst Improved  
Verbena
HT: 6-12”  •  SP: 18-30”  •  Part Sun to Sun

We’ve upgraded this popular patterned Verbena with a selection that exhibits greater 
vigor and forms a larger plant that matches others in the series. Fun clusters of cherry 
red and peach striped flowers appear all season without deadheading.

• Exemplary resistance to powdery mildew

• Mounded trailing habit

• Great in hanging baskets, upright containers and window boxes

• At times, pattern will naturally change to a solid color

SUPERTUNIA VISTA® JAZZBERRY® Petunia

SUPERBENA® PINK CASHMERE™  
Verbena 
HT: 6-12”  •  SP: 18-30”  •  Part Sun to Sun

Meet the new star of the series! This pastel pink SUPERBENA® captured our 
attention in trials with its delicate flower color, extremely vigorous growth, and huge 
umbels that rival SUPERBENA® WHITEOUT™ and Violet Ice in size. 

• Exemplary resistance to powdery mildew

• Mounded trailing habit

• Produce loads of continuous blooms all season without deadheading

TOP PICK
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PROVEN WINNERS®

HEART TO HEART® Rain or Shine  
Caladium 
HT: 15-20”  •  SP: 10-14”  •  Part Sun to Sun

One of the most unique and vigorous Caladiums we’ve ever trialed. Large, bronze 
pink-red leaves with soft pink speckles and black veining stand out easily on grower and 
retail benches. Good sun tolerance expands this variety’s uses.

• Intermediate to taller, upright habit

• Sprouts and finished quickly in production

• Bulbs come de-eyed and painted for quick and easy planting

Caladium

HEART TO HEART® Lemon Blush Caladium

TOP PICK
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PROVEN WINNERS® Proven Accents®

PROVEN ACCENTS® Gold Child  
Hedera
• HT: 3-6”  •  SP: 12-24”  •  Sun or Shade

• This popular variegated selection makes a beautiful spiller for container recipes. Its 
soft, avocado green leaves have yellow edges which fluctuate in their color intensity 
based on heat and light. The leaves are clasped on stems that can trail two feet or 
more. This deer and rabbit resistant ivy will grow in containers and landscapes, though 
container use is preferred where its spread should be prevented.

• Great in landscapes and containers

• Grown for foliage

• Heat and drought tolerant

PROVEN ACCENTS® Sweet Caroline  
RED HAWK™ Improved  
Ipomoea
HT: 6-16”  •  SP: 20-36”  •  Part Sun to Sun

Works great in landscapes as an annual ground cover, as well as in combinations and 
containers by themselves. The plant is very adaptable, working in both sun and shade 
conditions, although the colors are deeper and brighter in full sun than in shadier 
environments where colors are tinged with more green. Great foliage component plant in 
combinations; excellent heat tolerance and good vigor.

• Improvement over the current RED HAWK™ Ipomea

• The mounding habit has improved

PROVEN ACCENTS® Sweet Caroline 
SWEETHEART MAHOGANY™  
Ipomoea
HT: 6-16”  •  SP: 20-36”  •  Part Sun to Sun

Significantly improved over Sweet Caroline Sweetheart Red, this new selection is far 
more saturated mahogany red and retains its color well in full sun. The mounded habit 
has improved due to shorter internodes, but it does trail as it matures through the 
season. A good match to Sweet Caroline Sweetheart JET BLACK™ and Sweetheart Lime. 

• An essential container component

• Excellent heat tolerance

• Great in landscapes and as an annual ground cover

This is a preview only. Variety list subject to change. 11
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Pleasant View Gardens, Inc. 
7316 Pleasant St. 
Loudon, NH 03307

Phone: 603-435-8361 
Fax: 603-435-6849

Email: sales@pwpvg.com 
Website: pwpvg.com


